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Surviving as Women Artists:
Two Art History Sessions
By Nancy Porter
A month before Kansas, a long-time
women's studies teacher asked me why the
Convention was being held. Momentarily
taken aback, I realized the answers weren't
obvious - not even to me.
Organizationally, surprises can be disastrous. As an approach to the total
program of the NWSA's First Annual
Convention , openness to surprise served me
well. Beyond my obligation to the one panel
that brought me, I was free to explore the
sunflower array of sessions that I came to
understand revolved around a pedagogical
center. In our very different styles, we came
to teach, to learn , and to interact with one
another and with our subject matter feminism.
In the first of two sessions I attended on
art, moderated by Thalia Gouma-Peterson
(Art History, The College of Wooster), four
younger women artists spoke of their
struggle to find, release, and develop their
own individual statements through the
"masculinist" barriers of proscribed content, form, medium, and - to my utter
amazement - even color. These women had
known one another through the Women's
Caucus for Art, but, with some exception,
this was the first occasion they had had to
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object and beautify it; to take a beautiful
object and neutralize its effect; and to place
a male-associated object in a female context
and a female-associated object in a male
context. The dirty athletic sock, the laundry
lint, the bullet, and the hair roller told us
who some of Lerman's students were and
what she wanted for them - access to their
own creative powers, the will to change.
Lerman feels about the process of creating
art the way I feel about writing: both are
human activities we wish to reclaim for our
students and for ourselves.
Ruth Weisburg (Art, University of
Southern California) presented the statistical reality of the institutional settings
in which many art students are educated.
According to a recent report prepared for the
California Commission on the Status of
view slides of one another's work. Toe Women,73percent of the undergraduate art
session fairly crackled with the contagious students are women; 42 percent are women
excitement . Here, indeed, was sufficient at the Master's level (including art history
concentrators); 23 percent of the art faculty
reason for a convening.
Additionally, each panelist addressed an are women (a lower proportion, however, in
aspect of the problem of the survival of the studio courses); and 90 percent of the
woman artist within a curriculum and an tenured studio art faculty are men. Through
ambiance created predominantly by and for the power of tenure, masculinist standards
men; and they described their efforts, as art and assumptions control the curriculum
educators, to create better conditions for the (students who wish to do a more narrative ,
personal, or humanistic art are subtly or
next generation of artists.
Ora Lerman (Art, Suffolk County Com- overtly discouraged); the advising (80
munity College) reminded us that chal- percent of the female students in the
lenging the established order is at the California report are ''tracked'' into weaving
heart of the creative process , that fear of classes; only 20 percent enter sculpture); the
challenge lies at the root of women 's distribution of teaching assistantships;
alienation. She spoke of the necessity of letters of reference; and , of course, the role
risking ugliness and bad work - a strong model and mentor relationships. As a
feeling before the right form is discovered to teacher of studio art, advisor, administrator,
express it - in an environment in which it is role model, and mentor, Weisburg has
safe to fail. She spoke, too, of the very real struggled to counter the institutional climate
burden that the "intuitive" approach to art from which the depressing statistics arise. A
(one of the masculinist assumptions about slide of one of her lithographs beautifully
women's processes) places on originality. encapsulated the pedagogic and aesthetic
Without training and a self-critical orien- vision: a woman amidst baroquely billowing
tation, the conditions for producing a sheets controls the birth of her child.
In words and slides , Donna Bachmann
disciplined , synthesized art cannot be
(Art, Kansas City) traced her course through
fulfilled .
The slides Lerman showed of the work of the Bachelor of Fine Arts program at the
some of her students in a night-school art Kansas City Art Institute (KCAi) in the late
program at
appreciation class made an additional point. '60s and the Master's
the University of Missouri/Kansas City
The assignment had been to take an "ugly"
(UMKC) in the mid -'70s, to her present
position as artist and teacher. Can one
survive in a masculinist art program? For

identification with women was considered
Bachmann, the answer is yes, marginally,
with a good deal of determination but at the nonprofessional. The "exceptional" women
artists of the period were not teaching, but
expense of a debilitating load of'unknowing
working in a context in which they edited out
anger and unexpressed art. Bachmann's
faceless, supine female figures of her KCAi identifying feminine characteristics. Some,
days recall her radical alienation in an at- like Miller herself, used unidentifiably
mosphere she described as clinical, com- female signatures. Perhaps it was the act of
reclaiming her own name that symbolized
petitive, and sexually violent.
For Bachmann, as for the other panelists,
Miller's perception of the history of the
women's art movement. Accepting the
the feminist movement has been crucial.
After receiving her BFA degree, she consequences of a positive identification
stopped painting, except for the political with the symbols, contours, soft colors,
decorative qualities, materials, and open
banners that expressed her deepening
involvement in the movement. Political vocabulary of female, feminine, and feminist
activism helped her rage - but ahead lay art is staking claim to a territory that is
the task of integrating feminism and art. At women's. Miller's recent work strikingly
UMKC, for the first time Bachmann en- synthesizes complex ideas in a way that
countered a faculty a quarter of whom were should turn Linda Nochlin's question of the
women, including one who became her early '70s - ''Why have there been no great
mentor. Her Master's thesis - an historical women artists?" - to a more timely issue:
and autobiographical tryptich mural of why do we not have access to the work of our
heroic female figures - concretized the great women artists?
The second session I attended, which I can
evolutionary change .
Lee Anne Miller (Art and Art History, report on only briefly, provided some of the
Wayne State University), who was Bach- answers. Thalia Gouma-Peterson pointed
mann's ~entor, sketched the attitudes and out that women are not integrated into art
roles of women artists in our time. Miller history. Art history books and criticism are
began her career in prefeminist days, spe- still predominantly written by and for men.
The values delineated by Linda Nochlin
cifically during the abstract expressionist
period when "strength" was a criterion and may have been changed by actually looking

at women artists (Women and the Arts: Arts
in Society, University of Wisconsin, 1974),
but no comparable
enlightenment
is
revealed in the new edition of Janson's
standard art history text. And, as is maddeningly evident to artists and appreciators
alike, according to Gouma-Peterson, women
artists as a group are still denied equal
access to exhibitions and, crucially, to
museum backing.
What, then, has feminism changed? What
more can .we do? As Gouma-Peterson interpreted the effects of isolation and critical
neglect on three "survivors"
Lee
Krasner, Alice Neel, and Miriam Shapiro I began to realize that we have accomplished
some things. The underground hunger to
see art by women has propelled feminists
and feminist scholars to search the archives
and to seek out and celebrate the lives and
works of living artists before it is too late.
Gouma-Peterson's trenchant account of the
careers of the survivors suggests that we
have learned to ask the right questions. I am
equally pleased to report that, in 1979, the
Women's Caucus for Art's first annual
awards to living women artists of distinction
went to five artists, all of whom are over 75
years of age: Louise Nevelson, Alice Neel,
Selma Burke, Georgia O'Keeffe, and Isabel

Entertainment at the Convention included an evening of women's music, featuring Bernice Reagon (left) and Meg Christian (center),
and a performance of "Sirens" by the Woman's Collage Theatre (right). Convention -goers also enjoyed a performance of
"Daughters" by the Women's Experimental Theatre; a performance by Thesbian Feminists; and a lecture-performance on
"American Black Women and Their Music" by Ora Williams.
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Bishop each received a citation and a work of
art by a younger woman artist who has been
influenced by or especially admires the older
artist's work.
The task of reclamation continues. The
account of Josephine Withers (Art History,
University of Maryland) of the process
of exhuming 119 paintings, drawings,
sculptures, photographs, and works of fabric
art from public collections in Washington,
D.C. , for a special exhibition this past
January amply demonstrated the masculine
biases which do not make such research
easy. That so-called national collections do
not contain the \''ork of women who lived
west of the Mississippi should shock us into
action. The kind of painstaking research and
compilation of checklists that Withers has
done must go on in every part of the country.
As a final note, I should like to tell my
long-time women's studies friend and
teacher who asked the original question
about why we were having a Convention that
the works of over forty midwestern women
artist s and craftspeople were on displa y at
Lawrence, in addition to an exhibition of
Frances Benjamin Johnston ' s 1890-1910
portraits of women . Conventions accomplish
many objectives. The NWSA may have been
the umbrella under which we gathered .
Increased support both of the· women who
gave us so much and of the Association itself
is vital to keep that umbrella open .

Nancy Porter teaches English and women's
studies at Portland State University ,
Portland, Oregon.

The Regional Women's Art
Exhibit at Kansas
By Estella Lauter
The Regional Invitational Women's Art
Exhibit at the University of Kansas was a
solid demonstration of talent and artistic
proficiency. Chosen by a committee of
women artists at the university, the show
emphasized variety in medium, style, and
subject in the work of nearly 50 artists.
Although there were a few explicit (and very
good) explorations of female subjects, e.g.,
M. K. Baumgartel's sculpture "She -
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Apsaras II," Vicki L. Bourek's vaginal
stoneware
wallhangings,
and Marilyn
Murphy's "Tornado Pattern" in which a
piece of a sewing pattern suggests a
seamstress's perspective on tornadoes, most
of the works were not concerned directly
with female experience. The selection
reflected the still-current preoccupation with
technique in the art world.
Even so, the most memorable pieces had
"something to say" to Convention participants. Joan Livingstone's "Group of
Four Objects" (fiber, wood, steel, rope)
suggested the darkness of both ascent and
descent in its strong vertical thrust, its
blacks and browns , and its imagery of ladders. Mary Ann Bransby's "Dancer's
Mask" (metal sculpture) conveyed a power
both ferocious and joyful. Lou Vaccaro made
an untitled ceramic vase into an implicit
tribute to the Great Goddess by adorning it
with a snake fashioned out of clay, locks of
hair , bits of leather, and bones. Among the
most exciting pieces were those by the
silversmiths, who revealed the essence of
adornment and of ritual in their abstract
pieces. Virginia Gredell's necklaces and
cuffs in silver, with large , unpolished stones
too heavy to wear, were among the most
intriguing in design.
In spite of the deliberate emphasis on
variety , there was a strong mythic un dercurrent in the exhibit, particularly in the
works I have mentioned, but also in the
silver pieces with mythological titles, by
Glenice Lesley Matthews; the landscape
painting from a series called "Landlace" by
Colette S. Bangert; "When Witches Dance"
and "Moon Route" by Susan Bercu; and
"Sharing of the Heart," a tiny, intricate
print in the tradition of the heroic quest, by
Patricia Scobey.
The exhibit would have been a more
effective act of sharing had we been given
more information about the artists. In
exhibits at future conventions, I hope the
sponsors will request a brief statement from
each artist about the source and direction of
her art, in addition to labels that give the
title, date, and medium of each piece.
Nevertheless, I am grateful to the women at

the University of Kansas for the opportunity
to see this broad range of work by women in
their region.

Estella Lauter heads an oral history project
on women and the arts at the University of
Wisconsin/Green Bay.

Sessions on
Oral History
By Betty Burnett
Since feminist historians largely concur that
traditional documentation
ignores, obscures, and distorts women's lives, nontraditional material logically ought to be a
prime resource for women's studies scholars. Nevertheless, the collection, evaluation, and use of oral history pose a number of problems .
At several sessions, participants described the accumulation of material from
almost every part of the country that needs
to be organized, analyzed, and indexed. So
far, oral history projects have been primarily
regional and therefore not granted the
prestige
that national
projects have
received. Most of the women interviewed
are "ordinar y" - not well educated, not
politically active , not considered economically significant or artistically avant
garde. An exception is the Wisconsin
Women in the Arts program, according
to Estella Lauter of the University of
Wisconsin / Green Bay. She points out that
there has been some quarrel with the fact
that the women interviewed are "selfdefined" rather than society-defined artists,
but all are practicing artists, articulate about
their work, goals, aspirations, and struggles.
Oral historians want to find out not only
how women have lived, but also what role
models have been effective in their lives,
what environmental factors have influenced
them, and how they have perceived their
lives. The affective factors in a woman's life
come through more clearly on a tape than
through a transcript of an interview. And, as
several oral historians emphasize, the
process of interviewing is as important as
the end product because students learn to

